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ABSTRACT: Recently, scholars in literary criminology and leisure sciences have begun to explore the role of broader leisure culture in
potentially shaping fantasy development, planning, preparation, and execution in specific cases of expressive homicide. This brief report focuses
on an unusual case of expressive homicide, wherein two teen offenders in Idaho collaborated to murder a female classmate as an intentional lei-
sure activity. Prior to the murder, the offenders created a videotape describing how they planned to commit this (and additional) murders. A
careful analysis of the videotape content, along with other primary court documents, illustrates how leisure preferences can combine with tradi-
tional psychiatric variables to shape the unique process of certain forms of expressive homicide.
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In recent years, scholars have increasingly widened the scope
of their observations of particular types of expressive homicides,
especially serial and mass murder, to not only examine key
immediate neurobiological, psychological, and sociological vari-
ables associated with such behavior, but also broader media and
popular cultural contextual factors. Of course, rigorous, multidis-
ciplinary research within the science of homicide is likely to
yield additional valuable insights into understanding homicidal
behavior. Leisure science, as a distinct field of study, has roots
in sociology and social psychology and focuses on what people
choose to do for enjoyment and pleasure; why they make such
choices; and what potential costs and benefits occur from partici-
pation in various activities. Leisure scholarship incorporates
knowledge from related disciplines, yet it also has its own per-
spectives and theories. Peer-reviewed academic journals that
focus exclusively on leisure behavior include Leisure Sciences,
Journal of Leisure Research, Leisure/Loisir, and Leisure Studies.
In considering leisure context broadly, researchers have found

that specific cultural representations, literary works, and film are
often represented in actual expressive homicide cases (1–3).
While typical psychiatric features, such as psychopathy and schi-
zoid personality, are not infrequently associated with such vio-
lent crimes, many offenders appear to pattern, to one degree or

another, their homicidal activities on existing fictional works
(3,4). It is well-known that serial murderers often develop
detailed fantasies that shape the development of their crimes, yet
some mass murderers also derive specific fantasies from broader
leisure culture material, which are then formed into detailed
scripts that guide offenders’ homicidal behaviors (5).
Not only does leisure culture provide specific material by

which offenders can derive detailed fantasy content, but social
and behavioral scientists recently have observed that the activity
of killing itself is experienced as a preferred leisure activity for
many serial and likely some mass homicide offenders (4–10).
According to flow theory (11), personal satisfaction in diverse
legitimate leisure activities is largely a function of a balance of
skill level to challenge—if the challenge exceeds skill level, then
participants are frustrated; but if the challenge is not sufficient
compared to skill, then participants are bored. While flow theory
has been empirically tested across a range of various legitimate
leisure behaviors, it may also predict serial homicide offenders’
satisfaction (or lack thereof) in how they experience committing
specific murders (7,8). In a recent empirical study of hundreds
of serial homicide offenders, four leisure-related themes emerged
across cases: (i) serial murder as a game; (ii) killing for thrills
and intense sensations; (iii) killing for simple fun and enjoyment;
and (iv) murder as a unique form of offender celebration (10).
Researchers have found that, similar to ordinary people who
seek to engage in various legitimate leisure pursuits, serial mur-
derers first must negotiate specific intrapersonal, interpersonal,
and structural constraints to commit murder as a leisure activity
(10). Negotiating constraints to murder as leisure, of course, typ-
ically requires offenders to employ neutralization techniques and
skillfully manage their presentation of self to family, friends,
and community members (12–15). Leisure theory also provides
insights into how different forms of serial homicide may be
structured, in terms of the amount of planning, skill, and effort
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required to carry out pleasurable murder, and how such patterns
are likely to be unique to homicide offenders (16).
Because leisure experience requires, by definition, some ele-

ment of purposeful choice along with intrinsic motivation, instru-
mental homicides can be excluded as a form of potential leisure.
Nevertheless, incorporating a leisure science perspective into
forensic behavioral science approaches that involve single and
multiple homicides, committed by offenders primarily for plea-
sure and enjoyment, may yield valuable new insights into under-
standing motivations and experiences of specific offenders.

Case Presentation

In this paper, an atypical case of intentional, expressive homi-
cide that occurred in Idaho in 2006 is analyzed, wherein two
juvenile offenders stabbed their friend and classmate as she was
house-sitting alone late at night. The two offenders had been
with the victim and her boyfriend at the house earlier that eve-
ning, and they had planned to kill them both. However, the vic-
tim’s boyfriend went home for the night before the two
offenders returned later to carry out their homicidal plans. The
offenders cut the power to the house; sneaked in through a door
they had unlocked previously; put on masks, black clothing, and
gloves; and proceeded to stab the victim numerous times.
This particular case was unusual for several reasons. First, the

two males were juveniles and only 16 years of age at the time
of the murder. They had expressed interest in becoming serial
murderers, yet serial murder among children and adolescents is
extremely rare (17). Most serial killers begin killing in their 20s
and early 30s, and while there are many cases of teenagers com-
mitting murder, few continue on to becoming serial killers, par-
tially because most juveniles who kill lack sufficient skill to
avoid detection and are subsequently apprehended before they
can kill again (15,17,18). The juveniles also worked together
closely as a team to plan and carry out the murder. Similar to
the infamous Nathan Freudenthal Leopold Jr. and Richard Albert
Loeb case in 1924, these young offenders enjoyed collaborating
to commit murder simply for fun, and they believed they were
above the law and would not get caught. Serial homicide offend-
ers typically work alone; only 21% of all serial murders between
the years 2004 and 2014 were committed by offenders working
together (18). Unlike most homicides, the offenders in the pre-
sent case selected their friend and classmate as their first victim.
Regarding planning to target specific victims, one of the young
offenders even stated, “They’re our–our friends but we have to
make sacrifices. . .. Uh, I know that’s not normal but what the
hell.” The offenders stabbed (with separate knives) their 16-year-
old victim thirty times with twelve of the wounds being consid-
ered potentially fatal. For team homicide offenders, strangers are
most commonly selected as victims, and among teenage victims,
females are targeted more frequently than males (18).
A particularly unusual feature of this case was that the teen

offenders videotaped themselves discussing their plans to com-
mit murder as part of a personally created horror movie appar-
ently inspired by the popular horror movie, Scream. This
homemade videotape was filmed in separate time segments and
used as primary evidence in the court trials. The offenders made
statements on video about their plans and potential motives, such
as “We’re going for a high death count” and “So we’re gonna
fuckin’ kill her and her friends and we’re gonna keep moving
on. . .we’re gonna be murderers, like, let’s see, Ted Bundy, like
the Hillside Strangler. . .The Zodiac Killer.” Then added, “Those
people (referring to the previously mentioned serial killers) were

more amateurs compared to what we are going to be; we’re
gonna be more of higher scores.” The offenders also made a
“death list” with the names of people they were planning to kill,
and noted, “Hopefully this will go smoothly and we can get our
first kill done and then keep going.”
While the details of the murder were well planned, their alibi

was not. The police quickly learned that the victim, her boy-
friend, and the two offenders had all been together earlier in the
evening. When questioned by police, the offenders stated that
they had been at a movie around the time of the murder. How-
ever, police quickly recognized that upon questioning, the boys
could not recall what the particular movie was about. The
offenders then claimed they had been stealing items from
unlocked cars, but created the movie alibi to avoid being sus-
pected of theft. Eventually, further interrogation led to confes-
sion of the murder by one of the offenders, who also led police
to evidence—including the homemade videotape, murder weap-
ons, masks, black clothing, and remains of a burned notebook.
Both offenders were convicted in separate trials of first-degree
murder and conspiracy to commit murder, though each offender
blamed the other in being primarily responsible for the crime.
Both offenders received life sentences and both have appealed
their convictions, yet the appeals have been denied by the Idaho
Supreme Court.

Forensic Leisure Analysis

Analysis of case documents, including offenders’ homemade
videotape, which included multiple segments filmed the day
before the murder and on the day of the murder, leaves little
doubt that leisure played a substantial role in the offenders’ fan-
tasy, planning, and execution of murder. Overall, their effort,
planning, skill, and identification with homicidal activities reflect
serious, rather than casual leisure (16). There is also a short
video segment that was recorded immediately following the mur-
der. Both offenders apparently revered Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold, the Columbine High School shooters. One offender, in
particular, was a fan of horror movies and planned to create his
own; he also apparently enjoyed writing about murdering stu-
dents. It is noteworthy that the Slasher subgenre of horror
movies is characterized by serial killers whose transgressive
behavior, which involves masks, high number of victims, and
close-proximity weapons, is connected to the killers’ childhood
histories and significant traumatic events.
Frequently, the offenders are seen on videotape enjoying

themselves and laughing as they plan and prepare to commit
murder. One offender predicts, “It’s going to be extra fun!” as
they kill their friends, while the other remarked, “I’m horny
just thinking about it,” while previously expressing a need for
them to “break away from normal life” (relief from boredom).
As noted earlier, the offenders talked about the fame they
would gain from “going for a high death count,” while com-
paring themselves with other well-known serial murderers.
Interestingly, the offender with apparently less leisure interest
in making horror movies, yet who did much of the filming,
added, “We’re gonna go down in history; we’re gonna be just
like Scream except in real life terms,” which suggests motiva-
tion to connect with and impress the other offender. Later in
the segment, this same offender also mused, “Murder is power;
murder is freedom”—which is consistent with expressive homi-
cide as a deviant leisure experience (7–10). However, it was
this particular offender who confessed to police and disclosed
to them where the evidence was hidden.
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In virtually all cases of team homicide, one offender is psy-
chologically dominant over other members, though nondominant
offenders come to see killing as acceptable and sometimes even
desirable (18). As the courts determined, while both offenders in
the present case bear responsibility for murder and conspiracy to
commit murder, the offender who was less vocal, did not con-
fess, and had particular interest in making horror movies
appeared to be the more dominant offender, while the other
offender enjoyed the homicide process and continually attempted
to impress and satisfy his partner. In the video segment filmed
immediately after the murder, the offender who eventually con-
fessed to police was considerably more distraught than his part-
ner, who demanded, “Shut the fuck up; we gotta get our act
straight.” The more dominant offender earlier stated that “there
should be no law against killing people,” and the murder process
followed his preferred leisure script. Of course, given the fact
that both offenders were juveniles and thus lacked sufficient neu-
rocognitive maturity, it is difficult to predict accurately, despite
their boastful words on videotape, if one or both offenders
would continue murdering if they had not been quickly detained.
The possibility of these offenders committing future violence
would appear very likely, however.

Discussion and Conclusion

This case analysis of two teenage offenders killing their friend
and classmate in attempt to become serial killers is atypical from
many expressive homicides and serial killings. After reviewing
case documents, it is evident that while well-known psychologi-
cal processes (i.e., psychopathy, craving for power and notoriety)
seem to underlie their homicidal activities, these processes were,
to a degree, shaped and expressed via leisure experience. Relief
from boredom and the need for fun and excitement, which were
evident in the present case, are common motivators to engage in
a variety of both legitimate and deviant leisure experiences. Con-
sistent with recent research (1–3), the particular script for plan-
ning and carrying out the homicide was borrowed from broader
leisure culture (Scream); yet reflected a desired hobby (a serious
leisure preference associated with an expression of identity) of
the more dominant offender (9, 16). At the same time, the com-
mission of murder itself was highly anticipated as an “extra fun”
event that subsequently would provide fame.
In addition to traditional forensic psychiatric and behavioral

science approaches to understanding homicide, the additional
considerations from the field of leisure science may yield
insights into motivations, fantasy development, planning, prepa-
ration, and execution of specific types of expressive homicide.
Although experts are well-aware that many offenders enjoy com-
mitting particular homicides, such as serial and mass murder,
more scholarly attention to how leisure intersects with traditional
social and behavioral theories is needed and may be valuable in
understanding the motivational processes of specific offenders.
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